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ABSTRACT
Microbial communities represent the largest portion
of the Earth’s biomass. Metagenomics projects
use high-throughput sequencing to survey these
communities and shed light on genetic capabilities
that enable microbes to inhabit every corner of the
biosphere. Metagenome studies are generally based
on (i) classifying and ranking functions of identified
genes; and (ii) estimating the phyletic distribution of
constituent microbial species. To understand micro-
bial communities at the systems level, it is neces-
sary to extend these studies beyond the species’
boundaries and capture higher levels of metabolic
complexity. We evaluated 11 metagenome sam-
ples and demonstrated that microbes inhabiting
the same ecological niche share common prefer-
ences for synonymous codons, regardless of their
phylogeny. By exploring concepts of translational
optimization through codon usage adaptation,
we demonstrated that community-wide bias in
codon usage can be used as a prediction tool
for lifestyle-specific genes across the entire micro-
bial community, effectively considering microbial
communities as meta-genomes. These findings
set up a ‘functional metagenomics’ platform
for the identification of genes relevant for adapta-
tions of entire microbial communities to environ-
ments. Our results provide valuable arguments
in defining the concept of microbial species
through the context of their interactions within the
community.
INTRODUCTION
An estimated 1030 microbes (1), prokaryotes of both the
archeal and bacterial domains of life, inhabit the bio-
sphere with metabolic agility that makes them capable
of populating almost every corner of our planet. For
example, the genes of microbes living in the human gut
outnumber the gene complement of their host by a factor
of 10 and provide enhanced metabolic capabilities not
available to the host alone (2).
Environmental diversity studies have by and large
bypassed the obstacle of <1% of microbes being
amenable to cultivation in laboratory conditions [i.e. the
great plate-count anomaly (3)] by instead using high-
throughput sequencing to extract genomic information
directly from the environmental sample without prior
culturing. This approach, termed metagenomics,
provides a ‘snapshot’ of the genetic content of entire,
usually microbial, communities. While a pure microbial
culture contains the clones of a single organism,
microbes in natural habitats live in communities of
varied phyletic composition with high rates of horizontal
gene transfer documented even between evolutionary
distant phylogenies (4). This in turn contributes to a sub-
stantial amount of genetic (and metabolic) diversity even
within a single microbial species (5,6) that cannot be
captured by single-clone sequencing and prompts us to
rethink the concept of species at the microbial level (7).
One such example is the pan-genome paradigm (8).
The increased availability of sequencing methods has
enabled numerous metagenomic projects. Some of the
sampled environments include geological sites such as
sea (9), soil (10) and various extreme habitats [e.g. acid
drainage from a metal mine (11), as well as gastrointes-
tinal tracts of diverse organisms—including human (2)
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and mouse (12)]. Analysis pipelines of sequence data
originating from metagenomics projects are presently
focused in two main directions. The ﬁrst one classiﬁes
the functions of identiﬁed genes (open reading frames)
according to annotation available through orthology
databases such as COG/KOG (Clusters of Orthologous
Groups of genes) (13) or KEGG-KO (Kyoto
Encyclopaedia of Genes and Genomes—Orthology) (14)
and subsequently ranking the relative ‘importance’ of a
particular function according to its abundance in the en-
vironment. The second direction focuses on estimating the
phyletic distribution of microbial species represented in
the environment, based on similarity searches against
known microbial species’ sequences (15). In contrast to
metagenomics, there are only a few metaproteomic
studies (i.e. investigations of the total proteomes of micro-
bial communities) (16–19) owing mostly to the complexity
of experimental set-up and a relatively low throughput
limited by high experimental costs (16).
Microbes in the same environment live within the same
physical and chemical constraints, such as temperature,
pH or ion concentration, and it was demonstrated that
GC content is metagenome-speciﬁc (20). Furthermore,
communities of microbes have been shown to share
similar tRNA pools to facilitate horizontal gene transfer
(21), which also implies a limited choice of preferred
codons that are cognate to the shared community tRNA
pool. It has also been shown that fast growth rates intro-
duce stronger bias in synonymous codon usage at the level
of whole metagenomes (22), much like the effect observed
in single microbial species (23,24).
We hypothesize that under the same environmental con-
strains, under close contact and amenable to similar evo-
lutionary pressures and horizontal gene transfer, the levels
of integration within the community reach as deep as the
constituent genes and that microbial communities effect-
ively behave as meta-genomes. To validate our hypothesis
and make a predictive model of communal gene expres-
sion, we explore the concept of translational optimization
through synonymous codon usage bias.
Apart from the synonymous codon usage (CU) bias
observed between genomes of different microbial species,
synonymous codons are also used with unequal
frequencies within a single microbial genome. The CU
bias within a genome reﬂects the selection pressure for
translational optimization of highly expressed genes—pri-
marily the protein synthesis machinery such as ribosomal
genes and elongation factors, but also genes with environ-
mental adaptation functions (25). At the level of a single
microbial genome, the effect of CU bias is routinely used
to predict for functionally relevant and highly expressed
genes (26–28). The choice of preferred codons in a single
genome is most closely correlated with abundance of the
cognate tRNA molecules (29–31) and further inﬂuenced
by the genome’s GC content (32,33).
By analysing 11 diverse microbial community
sequencing samples, we ﬁrst demonstrate that microbes
living in the same ecological niche, regardless of their
phyletic diversity, share a common preference for codon
usage, i.e. that we can observe CU bias at the community
level and that this bias is different between different
communities. Second, we show that CU bias varies
within the community, with distributions resembling that
of single microbial species, i.e. that we can observe the
inter-community CU bias. We then use the effects of
inter-community CU bias and translational optimization
concepts to identify genes with CU close to that of the
meta-ribosomal sample and therefore with high predicted
expression across the entire microbial community,
deﬁning its ‘functional ﬁngerprint’. We validate this func-
tional ﬁngerprint against metaproteomic samples and the
literature, demonstrating the predictive potential for func-
tional relevance. With this approach, we reveal higher
level organizational patterns in metagenomes and
propose a ‘functional metagenomics’ platform to predict
functionally relevant genes at the level of the whole
microbial community.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Metagenomic data assembly and annotation
All metagenomic data used in this study are listed in
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. All data were down-
loaded from the National Centre for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI), either preassembled or in trace
format. Unassembled metagenomes were assembled
in-house using the Celera Assembler (34).
We used the assembled data as query to the STRING/
COG database version 8.0 (35) in a BLASTX (36) search
with an e-value cut-off of 108. Open reading frames
(ORFs) in the query sequences were assigned with an in-
house Perl script based on the 3-nearest neighbour con-
sensus rule. Speciﬁcally, a COG category is assigned to a
gene only if the three best hits (smallest E-values) are all
from the same orthologous group.
Single bacterial species’ genomes and annotation
The complete genome sequence of the skin commensal
Propionibacterium acnes was previously determined (37)
and is publicly available (IDs: NC_006085.1). Genome
sequencing of 12 P. acnes isolates (Supplementary Table
S3) was performed on the SOLiD 3 System (Applied
Biosystems, now part of Life Technologies) following
the manufacturer’s instructions. For this, DNA was ex-
tracted using the AquaGenomic kit (MultiTarget
Pharmaceutical) and the preparation of the libraries and
sequencing were performed using cycled ligation
sequencing on a SOLiD 3 System; detailed procedure is
described elsewhere (38–40). P. acnes strains were assigned
STRING/COG categories and ORFs with the same
method as metagenomes.
The complete genomes of six strains of
Rhodopseudomonas palustris (41,42) from different envir-
onmental conditions were downloaded from the NCBI
database including the complementary COG annotation
(Supplementary Table S3). The Escherichia coli str. K-12
substr. DH10B, complete genome (ID: NC_010473) and
complementary COG annotation were also retrieved from
the NCBI.
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Phylogenetic classiﬁcation
We performed taxonomical analysis with the MEta-
Genome ANalyzer (MEGAN) (15) from a BLASTX
search of the all metagenomic samples against the NCBI
non-redundant protein database (downloaded June 2010).
Brieﬂy, MEGAN classiﬁes sequences to the last common
ancestor of all signiﬁcant BLAST hits and higher taxo-
nomical levels do not include lower ones. For example, a
sequence classiﬁed to the species level will not be counted
again in the genus, family, order, etc.
Codon frequencies in metagenomes
The frequency of all codons whose cognate amino acids
are encoded with more than one codon, i.e. synonymous
codons, were normalized per amino acid for all
metagenomic sets. The ﬁnal set of codons includes all
amino acids encoded with more than one codon,
normalized so that the sum of frequencies of synonymous
codons is equal to 1. According to MEGAN classiﬁcation,
the Sargasso Sea metagenome was divided into two
groups (Supplementary Table S4): one containing only
bacteria of the Alphaproteobacteria class and all its sub-
groups comprising 36% of the whole sample and the
other group all remaining phylogenies in the whole
metagenome. The intraclass correlation coefﬁcient (ICC)
(43) quantiﬁes the difference between measurements
(codon frequencies) of data structured into groups (syn-
onymous codons). Therefore, an ICC of 1 indicates no
difference between datasets, while 0 indicates a large
difference.
To examine differences in codon frequencies between a
single species of the metagenome and an entire
metagenome and also between same species in different
metagenomes, we used sequences taxonomically
annotated by MEGAN down to the species level. From
all 11 metagenomes, we selected those species that had at
least 2000 codons in each metagenome and were present in
at least two metagenomes (Supplementary Table S4). For
each species found, we computed the ICC between codon
frequencies from the ﬁrst and second metagenome,
totalling 1029 comparisons. Also for each of those
species, we computed the ICC between codon frequencies
of the species and codon frequencies of the entire
metagenome, totalling 2058 comparisons.
Distance in codon usage
For both the single microbial genomes and whole
metagenomes, we used ribosomal protein genes from
their cognate samples as the reference set, owing to their
ubiquitous high level of expression. We analysed codon
usage with another in-house Perl script that calculates
the Measure Independent of Length and Composition
(MILC) as previously described (44) for each ORF
assigned through COG homology.
MILC quantiﬁes the distance in terms of codon usage
between a certain open reading frame and some
expected distribution of codons. Mathematically, the
measure is based on goodness of ﬁt. Individual
contribution of each amino acid to the MILC statistics
is calculated as
Ma ¼ 2
X
c
Ocln
Oc
Ec
¼ 2
X
c
Ocln
fc
gc
where Oc is the actual observed count of codon c in a gene
and Ec is the expected count of that codon. Observed
counts can be replaced by frequencies, where fc is the
frequency of codon c in a gene and gc is the expected
frequency of that codon. The total difference in codon
usage is then deﬁned as
MILC ¼
P
a Ma
L
 C
The sum of all contributions (stop codons are excluded
from the calculation) is divided by L, gene length in
codons. C is the correction factor for overestimation of
overall bias in shorter sequences. It is calculated as
C ¼
P
aðra  1Þ
L
 0:5
where ra is the number of possible codons for the amino
acid a, its degeneracy class.
For each gene in a genome, we derived the MILC
distance to (i) the overall (meta)genome CU proﬁle; and
(ii) a reference set—a deﬁned set of optimally encoded
genes (i.e. ribosomal protein genes). We represented
these two distances for each gene of a dataset by
plotting them on a B-plot (26).
To test the variability in codon usage relative to phylo-
genetic distribution within ribosomal genes of a
metagenome, we decomposed the Sargasso Sea ribosomal
into subsets by species (Supplementary Table S5) using
MEGAN. The MILC distance from the whole-
metagenome ribosomal set of all subsets was measured
and compared with the distance of all the genes of the
metagenome and the whole ribosomal set.
Variability in codon usage for P. acnes and R. palustris
isolates
The variability of codon usage within each COG was
computed as the median MILC distance to the respective
centroid for all genes from a given COG. The distances of
two subsets, those within the 10% of smallest and 10%
largest values, and the whole set were divided by
STRING/COG supercategory. The occurrence of genes
with the 10% smallest and largest values was tested
against the whole set with the binomial test and the
P-values corrected with the false discovery rate (FDR)
method (Supplementary Table S6 and S7).
Codon usage distance between metagenomes
To measure the distance in codon usage between
metagenomes, we used the MILC measure to derive the
distance to (i) the overall metagenome CU proﬁle of one
metagenome; and (ii) the overall metagenome CU proﬁle
of another metagenome. By plotting the genes from both
metagenomes in R (45), we can derive the distance in CU
frequencies of the genes in each metagenome to both the
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genes in its own metagenome and those belonging to the
other metagenome.
To simulate a situation in which a metagenome has no
codon usage bias, we randomized the codons for each gene
in the metagenome. The amino acid sequence was kept
constant, but the synonymous codon used was randomly
assigned using an in-house Perl script. The reference set of
ribosomal genes was not randomized. We graphed the
results in R in the same manner as the previous graph.
Enrichment of functions within highly expressed genes
We used an in-house Perl script to calculate the previously
described MILC-Based Expression Level Predictor
(MELP) (44) for every ORF, using ribosomal genes as
the reference set. Brieﬂy, the expression level of genes
can be predicted through a ratio of a gene’s distance in
CU frequency from the overall usage in the genome and a
reference set, i.e. the ratio of the two MILC distances.
MELP is deﬁned as
MILCgenome average
MILCreference set
MILCgenome average is a measure of distance from the
average codon usage of a microbial metagenome.
MILCreference set is the distance from the average codon
usage of a reference set, for which ribosomal genes were
used.
Graphs produced in R were based on the number of
ORFs in each STRING/COG supercategory with MELP
values in the top 3% and low 3% (indicating high expres-
sion and low expression, respectively) normalized with the
total occurrence of genes per supercategory regardless of
MELP values. The occurrence of genes within the top and
low 3% subsets for each STRING/COG supercategory
was tested against the whole set, regardless of MELP
values, with the binomial test and the P-values corrected
with the FDR method.
Artiﬁcial metagenomes
For constructing artiﬁcial metagenomes, we downloaded
all whole genome bacterial sequences from the NCBI
Genbank database (downloaded June 2013). NCBI bac-
terial COG annotated sequences were used to create arti-
ﬁcial metagenomes with similar COG supercategory
composition to actual metagenomes (<1% difference).
For each COG supercategory, the same number of se-
quences as in real metagenomes was randomly selected
from the entire NCBI bacterial COG annotated set to
make the corresponding artiﬁcial metagenome.
Metaproteome comparisons
The human gut (18) and Sargasso Sea metaproteomic
studies (17) were chosen for benchmarking MELP values
because both include >100 proteins and report relative
abundances of proteins. The human gut study classiﬁed
peptides into corresponding proteins, and we used the
COG annotations for comparison with metagenomic
COGs. The expression levels as predicted from
metagenomes for each COG were computed as medians
of MELP while the abundance of proteins in the
metaproteome were computed as medians of normalized
spectral abundance factors (NSAFs) per COG. The
Sargasso Sea metaproteomic study provided sequences
of proteins most closely matching peptides and the
number of spectra they appeared in which we used as
quantiﬁcation of their abundance. We found the closest
metagenomic genes for these proteins using a BLASTX
search of the Sargasso Sea metagenome and show each
gene’s MELP value and the corresponding protein’s
spectral count. For each comparison, we computed the
correlation of metaproteomic and metagenomic values
and Spearman’s correlation coefﬁcient in R.
RESULTS
We examine genes in 11 metagenomes from eight distinct
environments: the Sargasso Sea (9), three whale fall
carcass samples (10), Waseca farm soil (10), human gut
microbiome (2), lean and obese mouse gut microbiomes
(12), an acid mine drainage (11) and two geographically
distant enhanced phosphorous removal sludges (46).
Metagenome-centric bias in codon usage is
phylogeny-independent
To investigate whether microbes living in the same ecolo-
gical niche share a bias in CU, we compared the distance
of each gene’s CU in a metagenome from overall
metagenome CU in the same metagenome of origin and
all other metagenomes. Genes originating from one
metagenome form a distinct cluster (as shown in one
example in Figure 1A, and other examples in
Supplementary Figure S1), and have CU predominantly
closer to that metagenome overall CU than genes from the
other metagenome. If the amino acid sequence and com-
position of each gene is preserved but the synonymous
codons are randomly chosen (Figure 1B), the genes’ CU
become equidistant to both metagenomes regardless of
their metagenome of origin.
To demonstrate the independence of metagenome
codon usage (CU) to phyletic composition, we tested
two parameters (i) the variability of single species’ CU
across metagenomes; and (ii) the variability of CU in a
metagenome on removal of dominant phyla.
The variability of single species’ codon usage across
metagenomes
We de-composed all metagenome genes into their respect-
ive phylogenies (see Materials and Methods section and
Supplementary Table S4). Then, genes pertaining to each
species identiﬁed in two metagenomes were compared in
terms of CU distance with (i) their respective metagenome
overall CU; and (ii) CU of genes from the same species in
a different metagenome. The resulting distance distribu-
tions, quantiﬁed with the intraclass correlation coefﬁcient
measure (ICC, described in Materials and Methods
section) show a statistically signiﬁcant difference in CU
patterns of compared phylogenies—the within-species’
CU pattern is more variable between metagenomes than
Nucleic Acids Research, 2013, Vol. 41, No. 19 8845
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in different species within the same metagenome
(Figure 2).
To further test whether CU is a dynamic property that
changes with different environmental constraints at the
level of single bacterial species, we compared the CU vari-
ability of independently sequenced strains of microbes
living in distinct niches. The commensal Gram-positive
bacteria P. acnes live in consistent environmental condi-
tions, predominantly on the human skin. Nagy et al.
(37–40) have sequenced the genomes of 12 P. acnes
isolates and analysed them along with the publicly avail-
able genomes. When compared with the metabolically ver-
satile and a cosmopolitan bacterium R. palustris with six
publicly available genome projects on isolates from
diverse environments (41,42), the P. acnes strains show
less variation in CU per orthologous group than do the
R. palustris strains (Figure 3). Despite the fact that the
sampling includes more than twice as many strains from
constrained environmental conditions (P. acnes) than
variable conditions (R. palustris), the variability in CU is
smaller in the constrained environmental conditions.
The variability of codon usage in metagenomes on removal
of dominant phyla
We analysed CU frequencies of the Sargasso Sea
metagenome, the largest dataset in this study, in compari-
son with (i) other investigated metagenomes; (ii) itself,
with dominant phyla removed; and (iii) by taking the
equal sequence sample from the phyla where 30 se-
quences are present (32 phyla total with 32 sequences,
for a total of 1024 sequences). The comparisons
(Supplementary Figure S2) between Sargasso Sea CU
frequencies and other metagenomes all show ICC< 0.75,
while the same Sargasso sample with dominant phyla of
the Alphaproteobacteria class removed (36% of the
whole set, see Supplementary Table S4) and the
Alphaproteobacteria class itself show virtually no devi-
ation (ICC> 0.98 and 0.95, respectively) from the
A B
Figure 1. Codon usage is metagenome-speciﬁc. Soil versus Santa Cruz Whale fall Santa Cruz Bone codon usage (CU) frequencies. (A) The distance
(MILC, outlined in ‘Materials and Methods’ section) of each gene’s CU frequency to overall CU frequencies of two microbial communities. Genes
[red in whale carcass (N=33422) and blue in Waseca soil (N=88696) metagenome] are predominantly closer to their respective metagenome of
origin therefore forming two distinct groups (the distribution of log2 ratio of the two distances for each gene are shown in the inset). If the amino
acid composition of metagenomes is kept constant and the codons randomly chosen, CU bias of each metagenome would be eliminated resulting in
uniform distribution of CU distances and overlap of two colours, as shown in (B).
Figure 2. Codon usage variability between same species in different
metagenomes is larger than within a metagenome. ORFs from each
identiﬁed species (using MEGAN) were compared against their
originating metagenome (dark grey, total comparisons N=2058) and
against same-species ORFs in a different metagenome (light grey, total
comparisons N=1029 comparisons). ICC measures were calculated,
representing how ‘close’ the CU proﬁles match, with ICC=1
denoting the perfect match. The light grey distribution shows less vari-
ability and is shifted towards higher ICC values, denoting the closer
overall match of species’ CU to their metagenome of origin.
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original metagenome CU (Supplementary Figures S2A
and B). The comparison with a small subset of equally
represented phyla (Supplementary Figure S2C), even
with a 800 reduction in sample, still shows ICC closer
to its original metagenome. This demonstrates that the
community-level codon usage bias is not an effect
caused by the most abundant species.
Codon usage within metagenomes follows similar patterns
as in single microbial genomes
Next, we tested whether the existence of CU bias within
whole metagenomes mirrors the bias observed within
single microbial genomes that facilitates detection of
translationally optimized genes. As has been established
at the level of single microbial genomes (29,30), the
distance of each gene’s CU frequency to the overall CU
of the whole genome and to that of a ‘reference set’ of
highly expressed genes (ribosomal protein genes) gives a
characteristic crescent-shaped plot [Supplementary Figure
S3A, introduced by (26)], separating the genes in two
distinct groups based on the ratio of two distances. The
group similar in CU to genes with high potential for
expression (i.e. ribosomal proteins), are considered
‘optimized for translation’.
In comparison, the distribution of genes in
metagenomes according to the distance of their CU
frequencies to their respective meta-ribosomal genes (i.e.
the metagenomic reference set) and the overall CU
frequencies of the whole metagenome is shown in
Supplementary Figure S3B for the Santa Cruz whale
carcass bone microbial sample (distributions of other
metagenomes are shown in Supplementary Figures
S5A–D, left panels). Metagenomes exhibit similar CU
distance distributions to those observed in single bacterial
genomes, despite the fact that they are composed of genes
that originate from diverse phylogenies. To test the signiﬁ-
cance of the CU distribution shapes, we performed
three different procedures: (i) testing for CU distance
within a meta-ribosomal reference set (Supplementary
Figure S4); (ii) randomization of synonymous codons
while preserving the overall amino-acid content within
a metagenome (Supplementary Figure S5); and (iii) con-
struction of environment-independent artiﬁcial meta-
genomes by randomly selecting the whole bacterial
genome sequences from the NCBI while maintaining the
original metagenome functional proﬁle (COG category
composition; Supplementary Figures S6–S8). When the
Sargasso Sea ribosomal genes are de-composed into
subsets by species (Supplementary Table S5) the six
most abundant species cluster close to the whole
metagenomic set indicating similar CU patterns (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section and Supplementary
Figure S4). If the amino acid sequence composition of
genes in a metagenome is kept constant but the synonym-
ous codons are randomly chosen (Supplementary Figure
S5), the crescent plot shape analogous to single bacterial
genomes and CU bias is lost. Artiﬁcial metagenomes with
the same size and functional properties (COG category
composition) of the original metagenomes show emer-
gence of a similar crescent shape in CU frequency
distance for all artiﬁcial metagenomes (Supplementary
Figure S7). The ratio of CU distances from the cognate
genome average and the (meta)ribosomal reference set,
represented as MELP values in Supplementary Figures
S7 and S8, is uniform in all artiﬁcial metagenomes but
distinct between real metagenomes. The crescent shape is
therefore a property of both the amino-acid bias in
various functional groups and the bias in the choice of
synonymous codons.
Predicting metagenomic expression and functional proﬁles
through synonymous codon usage
Given that CU can vary in different environmental con-
straints in single bacterial species and that metagenomes
share CU, we can use the CU bias in metagenomes to
predict the expression levels of genes in the same manner
as is routinely used to predict genes optimized for
high levels of expression in single microbial genomes
(26,28,44). The resulting predictions at the level of whole
metagenomes, using the meta-ribosomal protein reference
set, are shown in Figure 4 with additional examples in
Supplementary Figures S9 and S10. Brieﬂy, the most sig-
niﬁcantly enriched functions in the high expression level
set are (i) amino-acid transport and metabolism (COG
supercategory E) for Sargasso sea; (ii) energy production
and conservation (COG supercategory C) for the whale
fall metagenomes; and (iii) inorganic ion transport and
metabolism (COG supercategory P) for the acid mine
bioﬁlm metagenome. Furthermore, the most striking
difference we found was the lack of enrichment in
energy production and carbohydrate metabolism (COG
supercategories C and G) in the obese mice microbiota
Figure 3. Environmental variability of codon usage. Variability of
codon usage per COG Category in six strains of R. palustris and in
12 strains of P. acnes. The codon usage variability (calculated as
median CU distance from the ribosomal set within an orthologous
group to its centroid CU) for the strains of P. acnes (N=15436),
living in consistent environmental conditions, is shifted to the left, i.e.
shows smaller variation and higher bias, than for the R. palustris strains
(N=24071) living in diverse environmental conditions.
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sample, in contrast to both lean human and mouse micro-
biota samples.
To test whether the functional composition of
metagenomes inﬂuences expression proﬁles, we again
tested the effect on artiﬁcially constructed metagenomes.
Supplementary Figure S11 shows the expression proﬁles
for these artiﬁcial sets calculated in the same manner as
for the original metagenomes. The resulting expression
proﬁles, despite having the same functional composition,
lost environment-speciﬁc signal, indicating that there is an
environment-wide translational optimization for speciﬁc
functional categories.
Validation with metaproteomics data
We compared our predictions of gene expression with two
available metaproteomic studies that provided abun-
dances of a comparably large number of proteins, the
Sargasso Sea metaproteomic study (17) and a functionally
(COG) classiﬁed subset of the human gut metaproteomic
study (18). The predicted expression values based on
CU optimization positively correlate with abundance in
metaproteomic studies (Figure 5), both for the compari-
son of each gene with the protein most similar in sequence
(Sargasso Sea rho=0.34) and when median values
per gene and protein COG are compared (Human
Gut rho=0.34). The comparison of the human gut
metaproteome with our predictions in the Sargasso
Sea metagenome, results in a correlation coefﬁcient of
rho=0.03.
DISCUSSION
Microbial communities have properties of single bacterial
genomes
The phenomenon of translational optimization through
CU has been a well-established method of gene regulation
for single bacterial genomes, and provides a predictive link
between genomic and expression data (25,27). We have
adapted this approach to the analysis of genomic infor-
mation from entire microbial communities. Analysis of 11
distinct metagenomes shows that microbial communities
exhibit codon usage bias similar to that already described
for single microbial species (Supplementary Figure S3B
and left panels of Supplementary Figure S5). It suggests
that microbial communities sharing an environment are
likely to have synchronized regulation mechanisms of
translational optimization for expression of environ-
ment-speciﬁc genes. In the opposite scenario, where each
microbial constituent of the community would use inde-
pendent translational optimization mechanisms, we would
expect as a net community-wide effect a uniform codon
usage, without a particular preference for any subset of
synonymous codons. In fact, this is exactly the scenario we
demonstrated with our randomized samples
(Supplementary Figure S5) and artiﬁcial metagenomes
(Supplementary Figures S6–S8).
The evidence of distinct functional proﬁles of microbial
communities regardless of the actual phylogenetic com-
position (47), emphasizes the community-wide
Figure 4. Enrichment of functions within highly expressed genes in metagenomes. Enrichment or depletion of functional annotations in the 3%
genes with highest predicted expression (highest MELP measure) relative to the abundance of each COG supercategory in the whole metagenome for
the OZ EBPR sludge (N=29754), Waseca farm soil (N=88696), acid mine bioﬁlm (N=79257), Sargasso Sea (N=688 539), US EBPR sludge
(N=20175), Whale fall Santa Cruz microbial mat (N=40916), Whale fall Antarctic bone (N=30503), Whale fall Santa Cruz bone (N=33422),
obese mouse gut (N=4058), lean mouse gut (N=4955) and human gut (N=47765), Santa Cruz whale fall bone (N=33 422) and acid mine
(N=79257). Metagenomes show different functional enrichment patterns that are consistent with environmental requirements (e.g. metabolite
transport functions [E] in the Sargasso Sea or energy conversion [C] in the whale carcass metagenome). Non-signiﬁcant enrichments are shown
in white. Letters at the top represent COG supercategories: [J] Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis; [A] RNA processing and modiﬁ-
cation; [K] Transcription; [L] Replication, recombination and repair; [B] Chromatin structure and dynamics; [D] Cell cycle control, cell division,
chromosome partitioning; [Y] Nuclear structure; [V] Defence mechanisms; [T] Signal transduction mechanisms; [M] Cell wall/membrane/envelope
biogenesis; [N] Cell motility; [Z] Cytoskeleton; [W] Extracellular structures; [U] Intracellular trafﬁcking, secretion and vesicular transport; [O]
Posttranslational modiﬁcation, protein turnover, chaperones; [C] Energy production and conversion; [G] Carbohydrate transport and metabolism;
[E]Amino acid transport and metabolism; [F] Nucleotide transport and metabolism; [H] Coenzyme transport and metabolism; [I] Lipid transport and
metabolism; [P] Inorganic ion transport and metabolism; [Q] Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport and catabolism; [R] General function
prediction only; [S] Function unknown; [X] Uncharacterized.
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translational optimization effect as an important meta-
genomic feature with relevant predictive power. This
helps us rank metabolic functions and orthologous
groups at the systems level that are more likely to be im-
portant for the adaptation of the entire metagenome to its
particular environment. More importantly, our predic-
tions can be used to identify and characterize genes of
unknown functions with codon usage patterns similar to
the community-wide lifestyle genes. By using the approach
described here, we can effectively screen metagenomes for
dominant functional properties that are not dependent on
gene abundance data, but rather reﬂect higher organiza-
tional levels and give us essentially a ‘characteristic func-
tional ﬁngerprint’ of a microbial ecosystem, as shown in
Figure 4.
Tracking functional adaptations across metagenomes
Two marine metagenomes, the Sargasso Sea and Santa
Cruz whale carcass bone, have distinct proﬁles of gene
enrichment within COG supercategories in environment-
speciﬁc functions. The Sargasso Sea is a nutrient poor
environment (9), and its genes for ABC-type transporters
in the supercategory for amino acid transport and metab-
olism (COG supercategory E) are translationally
optimized. On the other hand, the whale fall carcass
metagenome, where microbes live on an abundant food
source, shows optimization in the category for energy pro-
duction and conversion (COG supercategory C). This dif-
ference in gene optimization can reﬂect functional
adaptation of microbes to different environmental condi-
tions and is lost in artiﬁcial metagenomes of the same
functional composition (Supplementary Figure S11). The
metaproteomic study of the Sargasso Sea environment
(17) reported a dominance of the ABC-type transporters,
consistent with our prediction of overrepresentation of
these proteins in the set of genes with high translational
optimization. Additionally, acid-mine drainage bioﬁlms
have been documented to frequently use inorganic ions
as a source of energy (48), which is also validated in our
analysis.
Alternative hypothesis for the inﬂuence of gut microbiota
to host metabolism
The lifestyles of both the lean human and lean mouse gut
metagenomes (Figure 4; for emphasis shown separately in
Supplementary Figure S10) have similar proﬁles despite
spatial isolation and different hosts. They show
optimization enrichment in genes responsible for energy
production and conversion (COG supercategory C) and
carbohydrate transport and metabolism (COG
supercategory G), i.e. the main functions of the biota in-
habiting the intestinal track that aid the host in digestion
of food. We show that these energy harvesting genes in the
lean mouse’s microbiome, shown previously to be less
abundant than those in the obese gut (12), are in fact
optimized for translational efﬁciency. The same category
of genes in the obese mouse’s gut lacks translational
optimization, implying that these microbes might be less
efﬁcient at processing food therefore leaving more nutri-
ents to be absorbed and metabolized by the obese host.
A
B
C
Figure 5. Correlation of metaproteomic and metagenomic data.
Spearman’s correlation coefﬁcient between metaproteomic and
metagenomic data is shown for (A) the Sargasso Sea (N=257)—each
proteins’ number of spectra in the metaproteome versus the corresponding
gene’s MELP value and (B) the human gut—the median NSAF value per
protein COG versus the median MELP value per gene COG (N=116)
and (C) the Human gut median NSAF value per protein COG versus the
median MELP value per Sargasso Sea gene COG. Spearman’s rho cor-
relation is positive and greater for comparisons of metaproteomes with
their own metagenomes then with foreign metagenomes.
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A metaproteomic study of a healthy (lean) human gut
microbiome (18) showed a greater fraction of proteins re-
sponsible for carbohydrate transport and metabolism
(COG supercategory G) than is the fraction of coding se-
quences identiﬁed in the corresponding metagenome, con-
sistent with our predictions of high expression in the
human gut metagenome, and provides an alternative hy-
pothesis on the association of intestinal fauna with
obesity.
Environmental effect on codon usage stability in
microbial species
We address how variable environmental conditions inﬂu-
ence CU by examining the variability in CU in 12 strains
of bacteria living in the same environmental conditions
(P. acnes) and six strains of bacteria living in different
environmental conditions (R. palustris). Consistent with
our claims and the ﬁndings of Botzman and Margalit (49),
the R. palustris samples show on overall higher variability
in CU, suggesting plasticity of translational optimization
that adopts to each speciﬁc environment. Even though the
R. palustris strains generally show more variation in CU
(Figure 3) both species, regardless of environmental con-
straints, show the least relative variation of CU within the
COG categories (i.e. orthologous genes) for housekeeping,
including ribosomal protein genes (Supplementary Table
S6 and S7). The R. palustris strains show enrichment of
genes with the highest variation in CU, predominantly in
functional categories responsible for environment-speciﬁc
metabolism, i.e. multidrug efﬂux pumps (supercategory V)
and dehydrogenases (supercategories I, Q and R). This is
consistent with previous ﬁndings that the optimal set of
codons is consistent in varied bacterial phylogenies (23),
and suggests that adaptation to environmental constraints
occurs mainly through translational optimization of envir-
onment-speciﬁc functions, rather than equally for the
entire bacterial genome(50). The observed effects can
explain scenarios such as the intestinal fauna communities
(51) where the genetic complement of a community can
remain fairly constant, while they adapt to different envir-
onments through translational optimization, effectively
changing the baseline expression levels of relevant genes
to reﬂect the availability of a particular nutrient proﬁle.
In-silico metaproteomics
Metaproteomics studies are crucial in comprehensive
functional studies of protein families responsible for adap-
tation of entire microbial communities to an environ-
ment—many genes in metagenomes that have no
identiﬁable homologue in the databases but show high
expression levels or propensity for horizontal transfer.
Even though there is an abundance of available
metagenomic data, analogous studies of the whole
proteome complement of an environment (17–19) are in
their infancy and their throughput cannot rival that of
metagenomics. Therefore, the most accessible approach
to deﬁne communities at the level of proteome content
will in the near future remain (meta)genome-based. We
present a method that can link genomic data from easily
accessible metagenomic sequences to the abundances of
proteins in the corresponding metaproteome and provide
insight into the functions of proteins important for
survival in an environment. Despite the present scarcity
of available metaproteome datasets resulting in the limited
ability to perform quantitative comparisons, there is a
general trend for proteins of higher abundance to have
higher predicted metagenomic expression values and vice
versa (Figure 5).
Possible mechanisms for the cause of CU bias in
metagenomes
There is increasing evidence of novel mechanisms (52) that
suggest an even higher amount of horizontal gene transfer
events occurring within microbial communities than
previously expected (53–56). We speculate that the inter-
community CU bias we observe may be a consequence of
an extensive exchange of genetic information in an envir-
onment, up to and including the level that is the strongest
selection force for CU optimization—the shared tRNA
pool (57,58). This in turn can be considered beneﬁcial in
particular for lifestyle-speciﬁc genes. With the common
tRNA pool, these genes have an additional advantage
for ﬁxation within a community: better a priori transla-
tional optimization for more rapid protein production and
therefore a faster penetrance. Drastic examples include the
rapid propagation of antibiotic resistance genes (59). As
the net effect of having a common community-wide opti-
mization target, we observe the same signature as in single
bacterial genomes—uneven intra-community CU bias
regardless of its phylogenetic composition. Another
contributing mechanism leading to the observed effect of
CU bias at the community level would include parallel
evolution of each microbial species’ CU in such a way
to support GC content required by the environmental con-
straints. However, for each of the analysed data samples,
we observe a statistically signiﬁcant deviation of the ribo-
somal protein genes’ GC content with respect to that of
the whole environmental sample (Supplementary Figure
S12), indicating that the genes encoded with optimal
codons are not under exclusive selection for GC content.
In fact, both mechanisms combined seem to produce a
detectable bias in CU and, as the net effect, allow us to
build a predictive model based on the concept of transla-
tional optimization.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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